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1. Summary
In response of the significant increase in the amount and variety of research data, the European Data Infrastructure (EDI) and the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) foster persistent, highly available and compatible data infrastructures where data from various disciplines can be stored and accessed. These infrastructures should not only provide storage but also tools for processing and analysis. To prepare the implementation of such an extensive research data infrastructure for a group of five Universities, Münster University (lead of the consortium) has invested substantial manpower in developing a versatile, scalable and performance optimized hyperconverged deployment of OpenStack (cloud stack for virtual machines and Storage as IaaS) and Ceph (as underlying Software Defined Storage) using Kubernetes as container orchestration engine on industry standard hardware. This is the first instant that advanced leading edge cloud technology like Kubernetes has been put to use in any of the participating university IT centers and we see this as pivotal for our future approach to system architecture. The Open Source approach was adopted for cost reduction and sustainability. Remarkable is the approach to build on community versions of the Open Source software only, without vendor support. A scaled down pilot system has been operational for well over a year now, and demand for such an infrastructure is mounting from numerous research groups from a wide range of disciplines. Implementation of the full scale cloud system is planned for mid 2019. This is an update on the very preliminary report on the project given at EUNIS 2018.

2. Extended Abstract
The IT service facilities of the five German universities Bielefeld, Bonn, Münster, Paderborn and Siegen have formed a consortium to jointly develop a synergetic, sustainable and cost-efficient research data infrastructure using standardized hardware components and free open-source software. A joint operating group with experts from all five universities was established early on to guarantee an efficient operations management and to support the self-reliant community only Open Source software approach without vendor support, sharing the work of testing and packaging new software versions. OpenStack and Ceph are deployed as Kubernetes packages for flexible scalability and resilience.

With regard to functionality, first the storage of research data (Ceph), and, second, fast access to extensive data sets for processing and analysis via an integrated platform for virtual machines and containers (OpenStack), are of central importance according to potential users. The OpenStack platform also serves as an execution environment for research data containing executable code - “executable” publications to allow access and reuse of open data through publication of data together with integrated execution for analyses have been pursued at WWU with the O2R (Open Reproducible Research) project, and sustainable development and availability of research software is the key focus of the pymOR (python Model Order Reduction) project. Apart from a comprehensive feature setup to insures data integrity build into Ceph, the architecture of this platform will also allow to store data
redundantly in multiple data-centers (even geo-redundant at the sites of the cooperating universities) for disaster protection for important data sets. Fault tolerance and resilience in the application layer is achieved by deploying microservice containers under the container orchestration engine kubernetes.

Detailed surveys of user demands at all 5 participating universities have resulted in a design of a Ceph/OpenStack infrastructure with a total of 120 hyper-converged storage and virtualization hosts with 100 GE networking and a total of 33 Petabyte of disk capacity, to be installed as autonomous OpenStack clouds at each of the 5 universities.

A special interface for this infrastructure will be established through a set of research data services (RDS), which will help researchers to automate data management workflows: from maintaining data management plans, annotating metadata and persistent identifiers, creating and submitting archival packages, to making data available according to rulesets. Easy access to these RDS will be provided through the well-established cloud storage platform “sciebo”, which is already a key collaboration space for researchers in the German state of North Rhine-Westphalia, hosting approximately 110,000 users and 2,100 projects. This approach to a joint multi-university research data infrastructure is inspired by the ideas of the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) and the European Data Infrastructure (EDI), and also represents a first step towards the National Research Data Infrastructure planned for Germany.
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